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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate how smartphone users navigate the dilemma of application overchoice, i.e., the scenario of having multiple competing apps available to serve a
similar purpose. We analyze app installs, app usage behavior and notification attendance behavior to paint an initial
picture of app overchoice and to explore how overchoice
is impacted by smartphone notifications. We hope that this
paper will provoke discussions and more research in the
UbiTtention community on developing systems that help
users navigate the dilemma of overchoice.
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Introduction
With an ever-increasing number of smartphone applications
being available to users through various app distribution
channels, app developers are increasingly able to reach a
larger audience. This has made it possible for many commercial service providers to find customers through mobile
apps. It has also provided a larger content consuming base

for social media platforms to reach the millions of people
now owning smartphones around the world. However, the
ease of reaching consumers in such staggering numbers
has also brought with it severe competition among app developers.
With the high degree of overchoice available to them, users
are free to choose from products and services brought forth
by an array of providers, each with their own smartphone
app. This overchoice not only affects developers but also
puts the user in a dilemma. Past studies in psychology and
behavioral marketing have noted that the presence of too
many choices, and being bombarded by constant attentionseeking alerts from competing apps, can make individuals
refrain from making the choice (purchase) at all [6, 12]. In
this workshop paper, we provide an early investigation into
the prominence of application overchoice among users in
India, which is the second largest smartphone market in the
world [3]. In particular, we study the presence of overchoice
in terms of app installs and app usage. By doing so, we aim
to understand whether mere availability and installation of
competing apps on a user’s smartphone is an indicator of
overchoice, or whether actual app usage is a better metric
to quantify the extent of overchoice.
As apps compete for users’ attention and time, the most
common strategy adopted by developers is to entice users
through smartphone push notifications. These notifications
serve to deliver content awareness and brand promotion,
and have been explored in prior research (e.g., [8, 9]). Despite the extensive research in this space, it remains to be
determined how these notifications impact the dilemma of
app overchoice experienced by the users. In this work, we
address some of the research questions surrounding this
dilemma – Do notifications aggravate the overchoice problem, making it more confusing for users to choose an app?

What strategies, if any, do users adopt to interact with notifications from multiple competing apps?
Our findings show that a very high number of competing
apps are available to, and have been installed by, the users
in our dataset. However, the actual usage of apps was
highly skewed towards mostly one app in each competing
category. Moreover, we found that smartphone notifications
are effective cues for applications that do not enjoy the primary market share in their respective category.

Related Work
App Overchoice and Competing for User Attention
The ease of entering the app marketplace today has lead
to many competing apps with similar features. With the aim
of finding differential features amongst such apps, authors
in [11] analyzed textual reviews of top 25 apps to solve the
overchoice problem for app users and help spot missing
features for app developers. The competing environment
has opened up avenues for app recommender systems,
which have previously been evaluated on metrics of user
engagement by Böhmer et al. in [2]. At the same time, it
has been noted previously by authors of [15] that the official
Android app marketplace, Google Play, is in fact dominated
by a few key applications in terms of number of downloads,
rather than a set of niche apps together amassing a significant portion of popularity. However it is important to note
that, once downloaded, external cues can also affect a
user’s choice in the actual usage of apps. Specifically for
Shopping applications, prior research on Indian consumers
has suggested a purely product quality driven approach on
part of the consumers, rather than consideration for other
service factors [7]. It would be interesting to note whether
smartphone notifications can influence this behavior, enabling businesses to gain customers on grounds other than
the product quality.

App Categories
Food Delivery (e.g., Foodpanda)
Mobile Wallet (e.g., PayTM)
Shopping-Fashion (e.g., Jabong)
Shopping-General (e.g., Flipkart)
Social (e.g., Facebook)
Transport (e.g., Uber)
Table 1: Categories of applications
(and exemplar apps) considered for
analyzing overchoice.

Notification Analysis
To maximize the utility of notifications, expansive research
has been done on delivering them to the user at the most
appropriate time. For instance, Okoshi et. al. in [9] propose
a middleware to deliver notifications adaptively at breakpoints in the users’ attention, which has been shown to significantly reduce users’ frustration. Similarly, Exler et.al. [5]
explored interruptibility based on the location context of
the user. Studies such as [8] have also sought to understand the receptivity of users towards mobile notifications.
To this end, interupptability-aware notification delivery has
been proven to increase user engagement [10]. Research
has also explored utilizing the Internet-of-Things to attract
user attention by means of ambient notifications [14] and
in multi-device environments [4, 13]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there has been no work exploring the direct implications of notifications on the overchoice problem,
which we aim to address in this paper.

Study Methodology
Identifying Competing Applications
While application overchoice is a universal problem, it can
manifest itself differently in diverse geographic domains due
to social, cultural and economic differences. Therefore, in
order to control for geographical variations, we focused our
study on smartphone users in India. Subsequently, we identified categories of applications that tend to compete for a
user’s attention in an Indian app usage context, whether
in terms of business distribution or time spent browsing a
particular app. We focus our analysis on the six app categories mentioned in Table 1, where we observe the most
prominence of competing apps.
In each of the aforementioned categories, we consider for
our analysis the applications that (a) have over 500,000
Google Play downloads, (b) have been installed and are

used by at least 20% of target users, and (c) have sent
push notifications to users’ devices that have led to at least
10 session initiations.
Data Collection, Deployment and Participation
We base our study on a smartphone usage dataset collected through an Android application running on smartphones with Android 5.0 and above, released on Google
Play. The design choice of focusing on Android users was
driven by the operating system’s pervasiveness among Indian users - currently, Android commands a 97% market
share in India [1]. The application runs as a background
service on the participants’ smartphones, collecting usage data as well as contextual information. The data points
pertinent to this study included application session logs (application name, app_open and app_close timestamps) and
notification logs (timestamps indicating notification arrival,
access or dismissal, name of sending application).
After publishing the application on Google Play and soliciting participation from users on forums and mailing lists of
various universities and organizations in India, we collected
usage logs over a period of 8 months spread over 2016-17.
Over the course of our study, we collected usage data from
215 Android smartphone users in India with ages ranging
from 18 to 38 years. Of these users, we consider for our
analysis only those users having more than one competing app installed from each of the defined categories listed
previously. The final dataset consisted of 96323 sessions of
application usage and over 44365 notifications from competing apps, collected from a group of 190 users.

Preliminary Results
Investigating Overchoice Across Categories
In order to understand the degree to which application overchoice purports itself, we first examine our participant set

Figure 1: Distribution of Application Sessions

Figure 2: Distribution of Application Usage Duration

for installation of multiple competing applications. It was
observed that 190 users (88.4%) had more than one application installed from each of the six app categories under
consideration. Further, 76 users (35.3%) had three or more
apps installed from each category.

jority of sessions in the Food Delivery (42.8% and 40% sessions from top 2 apps) and Transport (47.29% and 43.84%
sessions from top 2 apps) categories. A similar pattern is
exhibited in terms of the total session durations of each application across the relevant categories.

Next, we investigate whether the mere presence of multiple
competing apps on users’ smartphones indicate that the
users face an overchoice dilemma. In this vein, we study
the application usage patterns (distribution of application
sessions and session durations) of the competing apps in
our dataset, the findings of which are shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2 respectively.

The key takeaway from this result is that while Indian users
tend to install multiple competing apps on their devices, perhaps triggered by recommendations from app distribution
channels (e.g., Google Play) or their social network, this
does not translate into proportional application usage. As
such, any study of app overchoice should take into account
the actual app usage patterns, rather than the presence of
competing apps on the user’s device.

It is evident that mere installation of competing applications
does not imply a proportionate usage. In fact, over 80% of
sessions in the Mobile Wallet and Shopping - Fashion categories were attributed to only one application. The same
is true for 78.8% of sessions in Shopping - General and
66.66% of those in Social. A slightly more competitive scenario was observed with 2 applications contributing the ma-

Impact of Notifications on Overchoice
We now proceed to investigate the influence of notifications
on users’ choice of application. To this end, we examine the
app usage sessions initiated in response to a notification
from the corresponding app. Figure 3 shows the distribution of reactive (i.e., notification initiated) sessions by total

number of sessions across each category. Firstly, it is evident that reactive sessions constitute a fair percentage in
the Shopping categories, with 5 applications owing more
than 20% of their sessions to notifications. Interestingly,
the highest percentages of notification induced sessions
were exhibited by Shopping apps such as Wooplr (38.89%),
OLX (37.98%) and Quikr (35.87%) which demonstrated
comparatively low share of user interest in their respective categories (see Figure 1). An analysis of correlation
between number of sessions and percentage of reactive
sessions in Shopping applications gives a negative correlation, with Pearson’s r = −0.33. Social applications with
lower number of total sessions also demonstrate higher responsiveness (r = −0.74). These observations imply that
notifications prove to be effective cues that draw user attention towards Shopping and Social apps with low visibility.
On the other hand, multiple apps in the Food Delivery, Mobile Wallet, and Transport categories show percentages of
reactive sessions as low as 1-2%, leading to the conclusion
that apps in these categories are opened mostly on an “as
and when needed” basis, with users not being influenced
much by notifications.

Conclusion and Future Work
Our study of application overchoice and preference among
Indian users provided useful insights which could be incorporated in future applications to better engage users.
Firstly, we discover that while there is overchoice in terms of
available apps and services, user preference tends to gravitate towards mostly one or at most two apps in each category. Secondly, we find that in some categories (notably Social, Mobile Wallet and Shopping apps), notifications tend to
lead to a higher percentage of reactive sessions for lesser
used apps.
It would be interesting to further study whether user context

Figure 3: Percentage of Reactive Sessions by App Popularity (i.e,
number of sessions, represented here on a logarithmic scale)

and demographic factors influence the impact of notifications on user decisions when faced by scenarios of overchoice. As noted in this work, it is important to separately
analyze overchoice in each category and to explore the
manifestations of this situation with respect to other competing categories of applications. We hope that this work
will encourage wider discussions on the possible responses
to overchoice which would have the potential to shape developer decisions in the future.
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